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We are the face of the planning profession within Alberta, Northwest Territories
and Nunavut. We serve the public interest by providing regulation, advocacy,
promotion and services for our members.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

document will guide Council for the next three
years.

Misty Sklar, RPP, MCIP APPI President

Supporting planners by furthering
recognition, trust and confidence
for our work as registered
professionals
Greetings!
2016 was an extremely progressive and
productive year for the institute. APPI continued to
successfully advocate and advance the planning
profession on behalf of nearly 1000 planners in
Alberta, Northwest Territories and Nunavut. I am
very proud of our accomplishments to date and
look forward to sharing a list of APPI’s Top 10
Highlights from 2016.
1) Strategic Plan – In May of 2016 Council
developed a new 3-year strategic plan to help
advance the planning profession, improve
credibility and strengthen relationships with
governments and employers. This important

2) Municipal Government Act – The APPI MGA
Task Force members led APPI’s input and
response on the MGA. As a result of changes
made to the MGA through Bill 20 (the MGA
2015) and Bill 21 (the Modernized MGA), APPI
has been involved with providing input on the
preparation of a set of MGA-related regulations
to assist in interpretation and implementation of
these changes.
3) ASPI – The Planning in Alberta Task Force
met in late 2016 and rebranded itself as
the Alberta Sustainability Planning Initiative
(ASPI). The ASPI goal is to promote
sustainable development in Alberta by raising
important perspectives about planning and the
role planners can play in addressing current
provincial issues; ASPI will provide their
recommendations to APPI Council. The task
force started focusing on rebuilding provincial
relationships to promote the recognition of
planning expertise, re-examining regional
and integrated planning models and providing
resources and support for municipalities and
rural areas.
4) Women in Planning – APPI submitted a
grant application to the Alberta Status of
Women Grant Program for funds to provide

training through a symposium format to
help improve the lives of women involved in
Community Building in Alberta. Although we
were unsuccessful we will continue to look for
opportunities to further equality and promote
diversity.
5) Wetland Science Practitioner – APPI
participated in the Government of Alberta’s
Qualified Wetland Science Practitioner
(QWSP) designation initiative. Representatives
from ten professional regulatory organizations
(known as PRO-10) make up a working group
which examines how this new policy may
contribute to, or negatively impact, jobs in this
province, and a potential risk to the designation
of authenticating professionals was identified.
As a provincially regulated profession,
our presence at the table has allowed us
to advocate for our members and to be
recognized as a key player in the development
and implementation of policy changes that
affect our environment.
6) 2016 APPI Conference in Jasper – We hosted
a timely-themed conference attended by over
200 delegates who joined us in exploring
the concept of Meeting Change. This was a
fantastic turnout given our economic situation
and our collective need for fiscal restraint.
7) Promoting Transparency and Communication
– In our efforts to improve communication
and transparency between Council and the
broader membership, in 2016 APPI began to
share highlights from our Council meetings
in our e-news bulletin entitled “Council
Candour.” APPI also sent out two press
releases acknowledging the role planners play

in supporting economic diversification efforts
and in supporting resilience in resource-based
communities.
8) Diversification of Online CPL Options –
The APPI website added numerous online
Continuous Professional Learning opportunities
from across Canada to help serve our rural
and remote members looking to expand their
educational horizons.
9) Plan NorthWest – September 2016 marked
the release of the first journal for professional
planners in Alberta, Manitoba, Northwest
Territories, Nunavut and Saskatchewan. The
second issue of Plan NW will be released by
the end of March 2017.
10) Edmonton Volunteer Celebration – For
the first time, we hosted our Volunteer
Celebration in Edmonton, to recognize the
hard work of the individuals who sustain our
organization through the contribution of their
time and efforts. It is our intent to rotate the
location of this venue annually to ensure
we recognize our members throughout the
province.
Looking ahead, APPI will continue to work with
CIP on the delineation of services to be provided
and the collection of membership fees on behalf
of CIP. APPI will be calling a special meeting
later this year to amend our bylaws to meet
the January 1, 2018 removal of the mandatory
membership requirement. APPI has traditionally
collected fees for both organizations and remitted
payment to CIP. However, due to changes in
CIP’s new governance structure, APPI will no
longer be able to mandate membership in CIP.
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Members will be able to choose independently
whether or not they wish to be a part of the
national organization. Ontario has recently
implemented this change and the vast majority of
their members have chosen to remain members
of both organizations. Once we have worked
with CIP on our service sharing agreement, we
will be letting the membership know what these
changes look like. I believe in the value of a
national organization and I would encourage
all of you to continue your membership when
the choice is available. You will be able to be a
member of APPI without being a member of CIP,
however you will not be able to be a member of
CIP without being a member of a local provincial
affiliate such as APPI.

behind the scenes to make sure each year is
more successful than the last.

Misty Sklar, RPP, MCIP

It is hard to believe that the last two years have
flown by so fast. I have thoroughly enjoyed
serving as your President and thank the
membership for electing me to do so. I will remain
on Council for one year as Past President while
President Elect Erin O’Neill transitions into her
new role. I am confident that Erin along with the
rest of Council and Administration will continue to
serve the profession as the institute evolves.
In closing and as always, I would like to express
my gratitude to our three very dedicated staff
members, MaryJane Alanko, Executive Director,
Vicki Hackl, Office Manager, and Dana Gusse,
Executive Administrator, who work tirelessly
Misty Sklar presenting the gavel award
to past president Eleanor Mohammed

2016 PUBLIC MEMBER’S REPORT

due diligence is recognized as being on behalf of
the public.

Linda Wood Edwards, B.Admin, CAE, FCIS

As the public member on APPI’s Council, I am the
eyes, ears, and voice of Albertans. I participate
fully in Council and its various committees, and in
this way help to ensure that the public interest is
always represented in the profession’s decisions
and actions.

Albertans and members of the planning
profession should be confident in the capable
leadership of APPI Council and the support of
its exemplary, hard-working staff. I am proud
to serve on this competent and thoughtful
Council and look forward to the challenges and
opportunities ahead.

APPI Council, 2016 was a very full year. We took
on the development of a new and bold strategic
plan, created or improved several governance
and operational policies, and started work on a
communications plan that will impact all of APPI’s
key stakeholder groups, including the public.
Another focus was the Council’s efforts in finding
the best possible relationship with the Canadian
Institute of Planners. The messaging around who
is a member of what group, and what that means,
can be a source of public confusion and we are
pleased to continue working with CIP to, among
other things, limit confusion in the market place.
Like any member of Council I appreciate that my
full input is sought and considered, and that my
2016 Volunteer Celebration in Edmonton

albertaplanners.com
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REGISTRATION
Meeting the needs and expectations of APPI’s regulated members
and the professional planners of tomorrow

APPI is self-regulating professional organization
and as such is responsible for ensuring the
Institute and its members are accountable
for serving in the public interest. Through
government-approved legislation, this regulatory
body is given the authority to ensure that its
members:
• meet educational and training requirements;
• provide safe, ethical and competent services;
and
• follow prescribed codes of conduct.
It is both a challenge and an opportunity to
ensure that APPI fulfills its mission of developing
professional planners, promoting the planning
profession and advocating for sustainable
community planning. Serving in the public interest
is a fundamental component of the APPI mission
statement. We believe the public interest is
best served by upholding the requirements for
knowledge and professionalism, supporting our
members’ ongoing professional development and
elevating the awareness, visibility and credibility
of regulated planners.
Candidate Assessments and the Certification
Process – The membership application
process is administered on behalf of APPI by
the Professional Standards Board (PSB) for

the Planning Profession in Canada. Once an
application is deemed to be eligible to proceed
to Candidate membership, it is then forwarded
to the applicable provincial or territorial planning
institute (PTIA) for ratification by their Registration
Committee. This ensures a consistent approach
and assessment process nationwide.
The PSB is responsible for administering the
certification process for Candidate members who
were accepted into the Institute after September
2012. There are 79 Candidate members who
were accepted prior to that implementation
date, who are qualified to proceed through
the old certification process; as a result APPI
is temporarily providing a dual certification
route. APPI is committed to ensuring that both
processes are serving the needs of our members
and not compromising the professional standards
we have all embraced.
The number of new Candidate applications
declined as expected during the transition to the
PSB, however APPI has seen steady increases
in new applications since 2012 and in 2016, 61
new Candidate applications were processed. Last
year the APPI Registration Committee validated
48 logbook submissions representing well over
a thousand months of professional planning

experience logged by our members. In that same
year, APPI administered the examination and
final step to certification for 41 members, while an
additional 12 members completed the certification
process via the PSB.
While APPI has delegated the services of
administering the application and certification
process to the PSB, registration responsibility and
authority ultimately lies with APPI as the regulator
of professional planners in Alberta. These are
fundamental services that must be delivered
and we are committed to working with the PSB
to enhance and improve the application and
certification processes.
Continuous Professional Learning – All
regulated members of APPI, both RPP
and Candidate members, have rights and
responsibilities defined in the APPI Bylaws and
Professional Planner Regulation. Responsibilities
include compliance with APPI’s program for
mandatory recording of Continuous Professional
Learning. This program was first introduced
in 2013 and the Institute has seen ongoing
evidence that our professional membership is fully
committed to complying with our requirement to
“continually seek further knowledge in the theory
and practice of planning and all other matters that
enhance the reputation of the profession and the
regulated member” and to “maintain currency in
the knowledge and skills necessary to carry out
the practice of planning.” The APPI CPL Program
demonstrates to the Government of Alberta,
the communities and public we serve, other
professions and members alike, that APPI has
taken steps to ensure that planning professionals
are continuously seeking further knowledge in the
theory and practice of planning. Membership with

APPI provides an important forum for professional
planners practicing in Alberta, the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut. Ongoing professional
learning is a key component to maintaining
the highest standards of skills, knowledge and
professionalism within the planning profession.
857 of the 876 regulated APPI members required
to report CPL met or exceeded their CPL reporting
requirement for 2016. The 19 regulated members
deemed to be “not in good standing” for failure to
report their CPL credits, may acquire and report
learning units from January 1 to June 30, 2017
and apply them retroactively to 2016.
APPI monitors the CPL program and is committed
to identifying any obstacles to acquiring and
reporting CPL in a timely manner. We also
continue to seek out and implement solutions
aimed at enhancing the life-long journey of
our members through access to more learning
opportunities via a variety of forums and further
simplifying the recording process.
Academic Accreditation Standards for
Planning Schools – The PSB is also responsible
for administering the accreditation of planning
programs on behalf of APPI. APPI is committed
to ensuring that the accreditation process is
rigorous, efficient and fair, in the interest of
planning students, the profession and the public.

Professional Practitioners Course

albertaplanners.com
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Regulated and Non Regulated Members 10 Year Membership Growth

739

688

2006

2007

802

822

2008

2009

879

903

925

2010

2011

2012

986

959

948

965

2013

2014

2015

2016

Candidate Applications and Candidates Certified
Candidate Applications Processed
Logbooks Processed
Candidates Certified via APPI
Candidates Certified via PSB

80

79
66

61

58
49
40

37

41

42

42

48

48

41

23
12

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Note: Commencing September 2012 all new Candidate Members are being certified via the PSB and are
no longer required to submit logbooks for review by the APPI Registration Committee.

Comparison of APPI’s member dues with other Provincial and Territorial Institutes and Associations

$684

$526

$526
$452

$450

PTIA Dues

$412

CIP Dues
Professional
Liability Insurance

$242

$170

$284

$208

$444

$284

$210

$191

$191

$191

$191

$191

$191

$191

$51

$51

$51

$51

$49

$51

$51

API
252

APPI
909

PIBC
1137

SPPI
187

CIP International
Number of RPP &
66
Candidate Members

MPPI
119

OPPI
3374

Categories of APPI Members

RPP = 662
Candidates = 237
Students = 34
Retired = 13
Subscribers = 30
Non Res = 10
Total = 986

Data as of Dec. 2016
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Geographical representation of APPl’s 909 regulated members
Locations represent place of residence data as of December 2016.
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DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE

The 2016 year for the Discipline Committee was
similar to what was experienced the previous
year, with four complaints. The committee follows
a three-step process with the first step being an
unofficial complaint/ concern being lodged. This
often starts with a telephone call to the Executive
Director or the Chair of the committee. At that
point, the potential complainant is asked to review
the relevant sections of legislation and our Code
of Conduct, and decide if they would like to move
to the second step. The second step involves
the complainant filing a formal written statement.
Usually one member of the committee will
investigate the complaint and request the planner
under review to provide their perspective. At that
point, the committee member will determine if
the complaint needs to go forward to a hearing
of the whole committee or not. Sometimes,
the investigating committee member will work
with both parties to resolve the dispute. If the
complainant is still not satisfied with either the
rationale provided for not proceeding, or the
resolution attempt, they can insist that the matter
be heard before the full committee.

Branch about how the Institute conducts its
disciplinary matters.
The Discipline Committee members are no longer
kept behind a secret veil. Names and contact
information for the committee have been available
to the membership for the past two years. This
change was introduced with the hopes that
members or candidate members will reach out
to discuss possible discipline concerns before
the proverbial foot steps into the cow pattie. The
Chair and Executive Director have had a number
of planner-initiated casual conversations in 2016,
which help keep the Code of Conduct front and
centre in the minds of planners. In 2017, the
committee will be piloting informal disciplinary/
ethics discussions with planning staff in a couple
of smaller organizations. If your organization
would like to be part of the pilot program, please
contact Roy Wright at roanconsulting@shaw.
ca or the APPI Executive Director Ms. MaryJane
Alanko at execdir@albertaplanners.com.

The committee as a whole did not have any
formal hearings last year. Three complaints
stopped after step one, while the fourth was
resolved at step two. APPI’s Executive Director
also handled a series of questions from the
provincial Labour Qualifications and Mobility
Summer 2016 Edmonton River Valley Bike Tour

ALBERTA SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING INITIATIVE

The Alberta Sustainability Planning Initiative
(ASPI) is comprised of planners from municipal,
provincial and private consulting sectors serving
in a volunteer advisory role for APPI.
ASPI is focusing on:
• Advocating for sustainability through
comprehensive planning;
• Rebuilding provincial recognition for planning
expertise, resources and support for
municipalities and rural areas;
• Encouraging a re-examination of regional
planning models and clarification of the
provincial planning direction; and

These value statements align with the strategic
initiatives defined by Council.
APPI’s defined Strategic Objectives include:
advancing the planning profession, improving
the APPI credibility and brand, strengthening
relationships with employers and governments,
increasing a competent member base,
strengthening advocacy and foraging and
leveraging strategic partnerships. To assist
in achieving these strategic objectives, APPI
created ASPI under the leadership of co-chairs
Gary Willson RPP, MCIP and Ronald Morrison
RPP, MCIP.
Gary Willson, RPP, MCIP

• Integration of various approaches into a
comprehensive planning framework that
promotes sustainable development.
The timeline for action is relatively short. Any
legislative and policy changes would ideally be
enacted before the end of this government’s term
(on or before May 2019).
Since January significant work has been done on
developing the stakeholder contact list and the
framework with which the contacts can be managed.
Attention is also being given to the development
of value statements which will be the basis of
consistent conversations with the stakeholders.

Misty Sklar and John Lewis (Award of Merit Recipient)
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Celebrating our most valuable
resource – APPI Volunteers!
APPI’s volunteers are a valued and integral
part of the organization. Volunteers support
Council and staff with the vital goal of achieving
APPI’s mission and serving the public interest by
providing regulation, advocacy, promotion and
services for our members.
As the number of APPI members continues to
grow, so does the demand on the Institute’s
resources. APPI’s volunteers are the ‘self’ in this
self-regulated profession, crucial to ensuring the
Institute operates in a professional manner, with
transparency, integrity and fiscal responsibility.
The committees and initiatives that APPI’s
volunteers dedicate their time to have made
invaluable contributions to the Institute as well as
to the profession of planning. We have well over
190 dedicated volunteers who ensure that APPI
continues to function and progressively moves
forward. The work that our volunteers undertook
in 2016 is unprecedented for the Institute and the
quality has been second-to-none.
APPI values our volunteers and we are pleased
to recognize and celebrate the time and energy
that they so generously gave to the Institute in
2016. In April of 2017, APPI will host its third

annual volunteer celebration. This event honours
the 2016 APPI volunteers, newly certified RPP
members in 2016, long-term RPP members,
as well as the recipients of the APPI volunteer
recognition awards, Legacy Fund Award and the
Student Education Scholarships & Conference
Awards.
In addition to being committed to recognizing
volunteers on an ongoing basis and celebrating
their successes, it is also critical to the
organization that APPI assume responsibility for
supporting the vital role of volunteers in achieving
the organization’s mission. APPI is committed
to educating, increasing training and developing
more meaningful relationships with its volunteers.
The likelihood of organizational success is
higher when its volunteers clearly understand
what is expected of them at the onset. When
APPI Council and administration are recruiting
volunteers, efforts are made to communicate
initiative or committee rationale, mandate, and
time commitment.
APPI volunteers have a right to be respected
and to expect things to run professionally
and smoothly when committing their time to
the Institute. In order to function at their peak
capacity, APPI’s volunteers need to know how
the Institute works, how decisions are made,
and what is expected of them. Having this
knowledge up front not only provides the proper

tools for success, it also enhances the volunteer
experience. Volunteering with APPI reaps mutual
benefits; providing the individual volunteer
member with skills that they can transfer to their
professional and personal lives.
The Institute uses a variety of mechanisms to
recruit volunteers and efforts are made to ensure
that most opportunities are advertised on the
APPI E-News, while a few are directly recruited
by APPI Council or administration based on a
specific competency that may be required. We
are proud to say that there is rarely a time when a
member turns down the direct call to volunteer.

There are a wide variety of opportunities to
contribute to your professional Institute varying
from assisting with a single event to serving
as the next APPI President! The Institute is
cognizant that the membership is diverse with
different personalities, needs and goals. If you
would like to explore what opportunities there
may be for you to volunteer with APPI in a
meaningful and valuable way, please contact the
APPI Office via email or phone.
Once again to all of those who have committed
their precious time to serving the profession and
the Institute – thank you!

May 2016 APPI Council Strategic Retreat
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GROSS REVENUES 2016

$562,330

Member Dues - $263,952

(does not include CIP or PLI which equals $228,361)

Annual Conference - $186,477
Job postings & Consultants Directory - $53,967
Member Applications & Exams - $25,850
Events - $20,827
Interest - $11,257
Professional Development & Education - $0

GROSS EXPENSES 2016

$593,026
Administration & Office $284,618
Annual Conference - $130,688
Professional Development & Events - $21,139
Council - $40,468
Communications & Marketing – $44,759
(includes Planning Journals)

Registration & Discipline - $10,206
Awards & Recognition - $19,042
Professional Fees - $37,267
AGM - $1,042
External Representation - $3,797

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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PO Box 3099 Sherwood Park, Alberta Canada T8H 2T1
Phone: 780.435.8716 Toll Free: 888.286.8716 Fax: 780.452.7718 email: admin@albertaplanners.com
Twitter.com/__APPI__ (2 underscores)

Facebook.com search: APPI-Alberta Professional Planners Institute

Linkedin.com search: APPI-Alberta Professional Planners Institute

